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Marching Royal Dukes traveling to
NYC for Thanksgiving Day Parade
BY JIM THOMPSON

JMU's Marching Royal Dukes have been selected to
perform in the 2008 Macy s ThanksgiMin: Dav Parade
in New York City.
Scott Kikkers, director of the Marching Royal
Dukes, announced the selection to the band after the
Villanova game on Sept. 29. The MRDs will be one of
about 10 bands chosen in the country, he said.
Bands have to submit their applic.it s in months
before the parade and include videos of the band's
performances and recent recordings and pictures of
the band in full uniform to see how they will look on
TV.
Rikkers submitted the MRDs' application with a
video of their performance at the Parade of Champions,
a competition hosted at JMU.
Rikkers explained that letters of recommendation
were sent from school officials and other supporters of
the MRDs, including Lt Gov. Bill BoHing.
"Once submitted, there is a selection committee
in place just for selecting bands to perform and
coordinate the performing acts of the parade each
year," Rikkers said. "The committee docs have a policy
on performance eligibility. If you haven't performed at
Macy's before you have to wait five years after your first
performance to be considered again. After that, you
can perform every three years."
"Hie Marching Royal Dukes performed in the
parade once before in 2001, ihe 75th anniversary of the

panda

the Marching Royal Dukes
will perform at me Mary's
Thanksgiving Day Parade for
the first time since their last
performance at the parade
in 7001

"As you can imagine, that was a very special year to
perform." Rikkers said. "After the Sept. 11 event, there
was a period where it wasn't certain if the jur.ule would
happen that year."
Ultimately, the parade went on once officials agreed
that enough security could be provided
"It was what the city, and ultimately the nation,
needed at the time." Rikkers said.
JMU alumnae Cassidy Turner was a member
of the Marching Royal Dukes for the 2001 Macy's
performance.
"It was an amazing experience to be a part of
something that takes so much planning and behindthe-scenes work," she said. They keep the band's pace
with golf carts, and 1 don't think I ever saw them take
their foot off the gas. We were more like a running
band than a marching band."
Junior Sara Critz, a drum major, plans on leading
the band to the Macy's parade next year
"I'm so excited! I'm sure well all be a little nervous,
but it should he an amazing performance."
The Marching Royal Dukes are no strangers to
important performances. In addition to their 2001
Macy's performance, the Dukes also marched in the
53rd presidential inaugural parade in 1997. iTie MRDs
were one of three bands chosen to represent Virginia
and were the largest band in the parade
Events like this provide JMU with valuable exposure
to help the university grow, Rikkers said
"An event like the Macy's Thanksgiving Day
Parade incorporates all of our objectives as well as our
obligations as an organization, and is something we
should do on a regular basis," he said. "Just hearing
'James Madison University' announced on TV, in
addition to them talking about our centennial, is
fantastic PR and name recognition for the university
and community."
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A JMU student was charged with assault and battery at the commons on Oct. 23 at 3:28 p.m..

Drunk in public and underage consumption of alcohol
A JMU student was charged with drunk in public and underage consumption of alcohol at McGraw Long Hall on Oct. 26 at 1:24 a.m..

71kC Hree/.e is published Monday and Thursday morninns and distributed throughout James Madison Uniiferriff and the local Harrisonburg community. Comments
and complaints should be addressed to Mary Frances
Ciarsty, editor.

A JMU student was charged with drunk in public, underage possession of alcohol, powesling a
f unions ID and giving false information on Oct. 27 »t 6:00 p.m..
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Drrunk in public and underage possession of alcohol

A JMU employee reported the theft of a parking lot sign at the C-15 Lot and stand valued at
$500.00 between Oct. 22 at 12:00 and 2:15 p.m.. on Oct. 23.
A JMU student reported the theft of a resident parking decale from a vehicle in the R-i Lot at
between Oct. 16 and Oct. 17 at an unknown time.
A JMU student reported $250.00 worth of damage to bumper of a vehicle in the Parking Deck
on Oct. 29 at an unknown time.
A JMU student reported the theft of a $100.00 men's biycle that was left chained to a fence in
the R-i I.ot bewteen Oct. 12 and Oct. 23 at an unknown time.
A JMU student reported the theft of a $200.00 digital camera from a public transit bus from
South View to campus on Oct. 26 at an unknown time.

Possession of marijuana
A JMU student was charged with possession of marijuana in the C-4 Lot on Oct. 23 at 10:26
p.m..

Lindsey Nomient
JMU students were charged with possession of marijuana at Mauck Stadium on Oct. 25 at 9:27
p.m..

The Carrie Kutner Scholarship
Presents

"A Night in Shining Amor...'

Theft
A JMU student reported a theft at Oak House at an unknown date and time.
A JMU student reported a theft at Weaver Hall at an unknown date and time.

Underage poscssion

A Date Auction Featuring the Gentlemen
of Student Ambassadors and
The Madison Project
Tuesday, November 6th
7 o'clock pm
Transitions
One dollar at the door

A JMU student was charged with underage possession at R-i Lot on Oct. 27 at 1:25 p.m..
A non student was charged with underage possession at R-i Lot on Oct. 27 at :30 p.m..

Underage possession of alcohol and providing alcohol to underage person
JMU students were charged with underage possession of alcohol and providing alcohol alcohol
to underage person on Oct. 27 at 12:30 p.m..

Number of drunk in publics since Aug. 27:34

questions? ohgrenrr@imuedu 01 sarvenij@jmu.edu
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of Love
T'utor of IAJW. an intfrmcial (UliiiR fonim
presented b> Alpha k.i|>[>;i Aljiha lnci>r]Mirat«l
, and the Junior Class Council, was held on Nov. 1
Profewor at the school of communication
studies TTwddeus Hrmm Nil (he fonim in which
he spoke about a variety ot different aspects of
rncial dating.
Herron sbovwd a io-minutecfipcalled "IV Colors ot l/ive"
which revicwifl interrucial stereotvpes and inclinlcil uionlagcs
from differrnt movies. In addition. Hemm pru\uUil a handout
about Ktemrtypes concrmini; interracial daring, a Powvrl'oinl
about myths and facts defining tatciracial dating
il dating v more appreciated," Herron saxi, it's M >
alture plays a bigger role tha 11
race because wall come Iron
un*.*
AKA
Cliiquita King thinks that it i
hidents to have an open mind about things such as
icial dating,
'-on agreed,
aipurtant tu raise awareness about intaTacial dating."' he
said. Timing to college, we learn more about people and find who
We are and those we ore attracted to. JMU lacks in diversity and
it's a real issue."
Students who helped plan the forum seemed excited about
■ >n opportunity for open discussion.
great and it's what JMU needs," said President
of Alph
i iitan-porated Ettnbeth Ogunwo. "there
are kits of students who urr hesitant to discuss this and when it's
brought I
i.iento are able to speak their mind'
Sophomore Lexi Hutchins agreed.
mom encourages me to look outside of rav own race
and find happiness with whomever I end up with, and it's wry
eTK-ouraging,"'.she said.' I Hked uV fbram becwise there was a more
I it went well. There was a lot of great input
II hear it from different perspectives."
•Junior Crystal Prigmoca disagreed,
1 know that interracial dating exists, but 1 dont see it in colors,
I just see ixxiple," Prigmoca said, "I don't date outside of my race
because I am human and race is arbitran. However, I like all of
what was presented and it was very educational and a good turn out
with interesting topicsSenior Victor Gyamfi said it's important to be tolerant of other
cultures.
He said, "We shouldn't be limited to peor>k- of oui -own rulture,
but be open to accept the fact that there are different colors of*
people

ASU Culture Week aims to break Asian stereotypes
BY VIVIAN YUN AND KALEIGH MAHER
conlnbutino writer and newt editor

MONDAY
• Tea Tasting on the commons
• Internal Affairs showing at
Grafton-Stovoll, 6 p.m.

TUESDAY
• VSA human trafficking fundraiser on the commons
• Performance by ill-Literacy
at Grafton-Slovall, 6:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY
• "How to Feng Shui Your
Room" on the commons
• "Secret Asian Man" by comic-strip artist Tak Toyoshima
at HHS1301,7 p.m.
.

THURSDAY
• Lesson on using chopsticks
on the commons
• Asian Cuisine Night at D Hall.
4:30-7:30 p.m.

'One could dig a hole lo China, but the Asian Student Union
(ASU) will be bringing Asia to JMU this week.
"It s different in that we wanted to bring all the events to be
more educational and raise awareness [of the Asian culture]," said
senior ASU External Vice President Lizzy Nguyen.
Co-director senior Stephen Santayana said that the organi/crs
want to keep the week's topic oriented to share more about Asian
culture.
"There's nothing wrong with the way it's been done in the pteV
he said, adding that this year they're just trying to make the events
more education-oriented.
Santayana said ASU Culture Week has come a long way since it
began three years ago.
"Kach year its progressed more and more, this year we've really
worked all together." he said. "|We're| trying to make the whole
week bigger than it ever has been."
The organizations involved include the Chinese, Vietnamese
and Korean Student Associations. The Center for Multicultural
Student Services is sponsoring the events.
The ninth annual ASU Culture Show will be the week's tui;ili'
on Sat. at 7:30 p.m. in Wilson Hal! Auditorium. This year's theme
is "ReUnited."
"We came up with 'ReUnited' because it's a combination of past
and present Asian heritage and present American heritage." Mid
co-director of ASU Culture Week junior Leanne Carpio.
I he show will feature traditional Asian dances, singing, skits
and dances. This year elementary and middle-school aged kids
from Valley Adopt, a nonprofit support network of families in the
Shennandoah Valley with adopted Asian children, will participate
in a fashion show wearing traditional Asian outfits.

Junior Nammy Nguyen wants the week to be educational.
"I hope they will learn more about Asian culture," she s.ml.
"There's so much to a culture and history and we are trying to
highlight it by showing Infernal Affairs, the traditional dances and
integrate it to the American culture."
Sophomore Shannon Banks thinks the week will break down
-.trnotypes.
"I think it's great because all of us come from different
backgrounds and families and some grow up in small towns and
mum not be) exposed In different cultures," sin- iejd<
Sophomore Megan Ashhy said that she is most looking forward
to trying the Asian cuisnu
"1 want te he involved because I want to learn more about
Asian culture, I don't know too much," she said, "I think it will
be interesting to eat Asian food at
I> II.ill and learn how to use
chopsticks."
Santayana
said
although there was
hard work involved,
he's
looking
forward to the
'We came up with
outcome.
'ReUnited'because it's a
"It's been
really
fun
past and
and its good
li'.iitciship.ind
present
heritage and
organizational
present
heritage."
practice ," he
said. "I hope to
make it as good
IEANNE CARPIO
as past years
tl .'SO Ciiltiiie Wee«
.mil progress."

SATURDAY
• The Culture Show: "ReUnited"
at Wilson Hall, 7:30 p.m.

SUNDAY
• Finale brunch for Culture
Week helpers
■tmowteiyilSlirmi SMHWU
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Staph infection scare shakes Shenandoah Valley
BY KRISTIN BURR
contributing wtilef

(over your mouth and wash your hands. Melhicillin-Resislant Staohylocomis aurrus. more commonly known as a staph
Infection, is on the rise.
Staph infections gained attention after Omar Rivera, age 12
of the Brooklyn, NY area, died on Oct. 14. from a staph Infec
tion.
JMU students looking for more answers about this bacterium can rest assured that there is plenty of information to be
had found within the Harrisonburg area.
Rockingham Memorial Hospital is distributing ;> booklet
with information from the Virginia Department of Health and
the John Hopkins Hospital: Hospital Kpidemiology and Infection Control Department. The JMU Health Center has a link on
jmu.edu/healthctr listing MRSA prevention tips and has sent
out e-mails to all campus-residents with additional information.
MRSA is a common type of bacteria is often found in the
nose, but can grow in wounds or other sites of the body, accord-

ing to a booklet released by RMH. Staph infections are resisCertain conditions can increase the risk of acquiring MRSA,
tant to Methicillin, an antibiotic used to treat these infections. including a history of using antibiotics, having conditions
Since Methicillin is derived from penicillin, penicillin
such as diabetes or skin lesions, spending time in
is also unsuccessful at treating MRSA.
a critical care unit, using IV drugs and being
However, different antibiotics can be used to
elderly.
treat MRSA. Three antibiotics are effective at
As staph infections put people at risk for
treating simple infections 90 percent of the time.
serious illness, people should be aware of
according to the University Health Center's
ways to prevent the spread of the infection.
Medical Director Stephen Rodgers.
Both the University Health Center and RMH
In the event of a major infection, the most
recommend washing hands and staying out of
the Health Center can do is incise after anesthecontact with those who already have MRSA.
tizing the skin to drain fluid from an abscess,
In any practice that works with the same
Rodgers said, adding that the Health Center is
number of students as the University Health
capable of minor surgeries
Center does, this condition is seen about a
Krista Simmons, an LPN associated with
dozen times in a three month time period, RogRMH. stated that as every patient is different it
ers said. While the health center has seen a few
is hard to state a general method of treatment.
MRSA cases, there have been no serious ones
Symptoms of a staph infection include fever, ^^^a^ji^^.^****
thus far.
x>
/ /
elevated
I'vated white blood cell count, pus
pu and inflam**'*»»..\ut:.<t(«t ' ^
Rodgers advises students who think they
111.iti<HI Pneumonia, urinary tract infections, and
may have contracted MRSA to contact the health
cellulite are common illnesses associated with MRSA.
center and make an appointment.

Sorority forces families to donate to Make-A-Wish with plastic flamingos
BY WAUREfN HORCHER

Ih* Bradley Scout
PEORIA, IL — About six families recently
awoke to several plastic pink flamingos in
their front yards.
And there are more yards splashed with
pink plastic still to come.
Alpha Phi Omega, a co-ed service fraternity at Bradley University, is raising none) tot
the Make-A-Wish Foundation, which grants
withe* to children with life-threatening medical conditions.
APO places the flamingos in community
members' yards and asks for donation* to remove them.
The de-flocking fee is $25, but APt) will
remove the fluntngoi for free if the resident
wishes

Senior accounting and finance major Brandee Peters is head of APO's Make-A-Wish
Foundation committee.
"Basically, we pick [someone] from the
community that would be willing to donate tor
Make-A-Wish," she said. "We put flamingos in
their yard in the evening and the next morning, there is a note on their door."
The note has Peters' phone numher I«» < ill
for further instructions.
The flocking continues, and the most recent flocked resident may choose the next recipient, otherwise APO has a list of homes thai
may be flocked.
Tins is Bradley*! second flocking. The first
was about four years ago.
Former APO member Rachel Laird developed the event in 2004. APO raised more than
$5,000 for the cause. She also developed APO's

Get your Flu Shot!
'
without the FLU.

Nov. 13 7am-6pm.
Grafton-Stovall
Nov. 14 7am-6pm,
Festival Conference
Rooms 1 & 2

Students & Affiliates $15: Faculty/Staff $7
^
Cash. Check & FLEX accepted!

spring Mardi Gras Extravaganza benefiting the
Make-A-Wish Foundation, but Laird passed
away one day before the event occurred,
Peters said APO brought the idea back to
mite more money for the Make-A-Wish Foundation.
APO raised about $1,000 in previous years.
This year its goal is $5,000, matching the first
Flocking total.
"We were hoping to improve our donalions from previous years," Peters said. "This
worked well before, so we wanted to bring it
back."
She said the group has already raised $100
to $200 from flocking.
The team of four begins flocking around
11 p.m. and takes 15 minutes to complete the
job.
Peters said she always hopes the police

BOMBAY COURTYARD

don't stop by and inquire what the team is doing.
"It's exhilarating when we go out," she said.
"It's a rush."
She said no residents have complained so
far.
"People have responded well," Peters said.
"We've had a good response from the community."
APO plans to flock homes for a couple more
weeks.
In November, the service fraternity will begin "Faculty Flocking," meaning students will
place flamingos in faculty offices.
'We are going to give the professors a heads
up [and] get them to get Flocking Insurance,'"
Peters said.
This insurance would be a suggested donation of $25.

Come Break Our Balls!

Indian Cuisine

Wednesday

OpenMic
Best Kept Secret in Harrisonburg!
Off 33, just past Golden Corral
540-434-9888
goldcrownpool.com
Mention this Ad any other Day and Get 1 Hour FREE!

Analytical Thinker?

McrgcGlobjl 11 looking tor Analysts foi in MiA •dvilory pfattKe bated in
the Waihmgton. D C metropolitan area
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Sa
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2007/2008
December through March

Massanutten Resort
Now taking applications for Lifl Attendants. Tubing Park
\ttcndants.
Rcntil
Shop Attendants.
F.xpcricnced
Ski'Snowboard Repair Techs. Instructors, Snowmakcrs.
Cashiers, Retail Associates and Telephone Operators. Hiring
day. night, full-time, part-time and weekends.

SKI FREE
FRhb Mid-week & night skiing, rental equipment and
lessons with a 20 hour per week work schedule.
Stop by the Ski Office M-F. 9:00am ■ 4:30pm
to Jill out an application or apply online at

www. massresortjons. com
For More Information:
289-4954
-*»■-•—
1
.i 1 1 1 ■.
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Candidates call for a change
Are presidential hopefuls Obama and Edwards
hurting their campaigns with their statements?

Red Bull may give you wings, but
energy drinks may give you health problems

In a campaign
season littered with
rhetoric calling fnr
innovations, fresh
commitments to
democratic responsiveness and
a different way
of doing business
in Washington,
we find ourselves
on the eve of an
election year in
which the political jockeying
for primary votes and campaign donations seems much
like business as usual.
A recent Washington PostABC News Poll found that almost
three-fourths of Americans—Democrats, Republicans and Independents
alike— believe the country is headed
down the wrong track. Concerns about mismanagement of the war in Iraq, the domestic
economy and federal disaster relief efforts
have led many citizens to believe that a broken system is to blame for these inefficiencies.
Sen. Barack Obama has focused on
such government inadequacies as a reason
for drastic change within the political system. This has been his rallying call aimed
at discontented Americans from all walks
of life. In recent months he has placed a
large amount of blame for what he calls a
"broken system" on the efforts of lobbyists and special interest groups on Capitol
Hill. Presidential candidate John Kdwards
shares these sentiments and both candidates have refused to accept donations
from federal lobbyist organizations.
Technically both candidates have
been true to their word by not accepting
money from registered federal lobbyists/
(Sen. Clinton has made no such promises).
However, The Washington Post's Michael
Dobbs points out that neither candidate has
refused donatioas from the large organizations that often employ such lobbyists.
Dobbs showed both candidates to haw
taken large amounts of money from law
firms, equity firms, hedge fund groups and
even pharmaceutical companies.
The question begs to be asked: are
Obama and Edwards really playing a different game with a different goal in mind,

It was another
long and exhausting
Monday afternoon. I
was enjoying my break
between classes when
out of nowhere I felt a
total system collapse
about to whack me in
the face.
The two hours of
sleep I got the night
before were not going
to sustain me through
another mind-numbing
biology session. 1 had
to do something and it
needed to be fast.
To Market One
I ventured, looking
desperately for a quick
pick-me-up. Glowing
in the fridge among a
vast variety of beverages was a mysteriously
dark can of Rock Star
Energy Drink. It was
something that I had
never tried before, and
would soon learn that I
would never allow near
my mouth again.
The flavor left
my taste buds crying,
asking me "what have we done to
deserve this?"
Having to live with the agony I
put my poor little taste buds through,
I made myself a promise. From that
moment I would do everything in
my power to let no innocent student digest an energy drink without
knowing the harm they were putting
themselves in.
Don't get me wrong—I am neither
a health freak nor a vegetarian and
I can't remember the last time I got
my six to eight servings of fruit a day.
However, I do understand that there is
no way on God's green earth that these
drinks can have any positive benefit on
your or my precious little body.
According to the University of
New Hampshire's health services,
there are over 500 energy drinks
available today on the market. To

:>r are they simply
putting the right spin
;>n their efforts to
reach the White
House in order to
gain popularity
with the public?
In all likelihood we won't
b LA know the answer
TwS
unless one or
both candidates
make it to the White House.
Yet even Sen. Obama himself
has said he knows the system in
which he is operating is flawed
but that the difference between
him and the other candidates is
that he wants to change that system in
order to make government more responsive to average Americans.
To be fair, even if a particular candidate was genuine in his or her intentions
with regard to campaign finance reform,
they would still have to play the game in order to change the game. But then we must
begin to wonder just what kind of game
they are playing. Political analysts and
pundits assess the on-going campaigns for
the White House in terms of who has more
money in their "war chest" and who expects
to gain more in the months to come.
Supreme Court decisions have declared
that money is essentially tied to free speech.
Nevertheless, in an age when a modem media campaign requires enormous amounts
of money, we are left in a situation in which
those with the ability to fund such campaigns are in far better positions of influence than the average working citizen. Such
a system is by its very nature elitist.
I firmly believe that Sen. Obama is genuine in his desire to change the system in
Washington and make it more accountable
to average Americans. I also believe such
change will never occur without some form
of public financing for elections. Obama has
begun the process by saying the things no
other serious presidential contender before
him has had the nerve to say. Now we must
wait and see if America is ready to demand
such changes not just of our executive leaders but of our congressional leaders as well.
Patrick Callahan is a senior political
science major.

make matters worse they also report
that 31 percent of teenagers (that's
over 7-6 million people) say they
drink energy drinks.
What makes these drink*; sn
awful isn't just their chemically
dysfunctional taste but so the dangerous amount of caffeine that they
contain.
According to the McKinlcy
Health Center at the University of
Illinois, "Energy drinks often contain
amounts of caffeine higher than the
maximum amount that the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) allows in
cola beverages (45.3 mg/8.4oz.).~
While coffees, teas, sodas and
other caffeinated beverages must
follow strict FDA guidelines, energy
drinks are allowed to run wild.
Essentially, these multi-billion
dollar companies have been entrusted to regulate their drinks for the

good of their consumer,
(I know it really sounds
like an oxymoron).
Red Bull, which is
the most popular selling
energy drink in the United
States has 66.7 mg of caffeine in an 8.3 oz bottle,
according to the McKinley
Health Center.
The same-sized can
of Amp energy drink has
69.6 mg of caffeine and
a can of Sobe Adrenaline
Rush has 76.7 mg of caffeine, according to the
McKinley Health Center.
To put these drinks in
perspective a 12 oz. can
of Coca-Cola only contains 29.5 mg. of caffeine.
Red Bull, Amp, Monster, and the other variety
of energy drinks are mere
infants compared to the
demon-king energy drink
called Cocaine.
Cocaine claims to be
350 percent stronger than
Red Bull, which has 280
mg. of caffeine in an 8.3
oz. can, according to MSN.
Caffeine abuse is becoming more of a problem with each
new day. Nine out of ten Americans
are addicted or have signs of addiction towards caffeine according to
Mayoclinic.com.
The average age of a hospital
victim for caffeine abuse is 21, according to UNH health services.
Extreme caffeine intake can have
appalling affects on your body. Side
affects and symptoms include headaches, insomnia, dizziness, stomach
pains, and in rare cases heart tremors according to MSN.
I leave > 011 with the facts and
will let you make the decisions.
These drinks are hazardous to our
taste buds and our health. Please
think twice before the next time you
want Red Bull to give you wings.
Sean Youngberg is a sophomore
SMAD major.

Letters to the Editor
Sexism is a roadblock to progress
It is true that the top chefs in the
world are of the '"superior sex." (I must
thank Tim Chapman in advance for
handing this one to me.) According
to society, cooking is a women's job.
However, it is important for our patriarchal structure to make certain that the
"inferior" sex understand that men, in
all their infinite glory, can undoubtedly
be more successful at something women
were apparently born to do.
This complex has been incessantly
ingrained in the minds of men for centuries. So long as women have been "holding down the stove for centuries,'' men
have been creating ways to continuously
de-legitimize the ability of women.
We only work full time, cook every
meal, take the children to their various activities, give birth to sons who
think we should remain in the house,
do the laundry, clean the house, please
you in the bedroom and do it all with a
smile. Why? Because few men can do a
woman's job.
If we are defined by these ideas of
what we were born to do, it becomes
difficult to live in a world where these
aforementioned natural skills and abilities are essentially secondary to survival
this day in age. Unfortunately, I think
Chapman represents a marginal group of
chauvinists. I wish him the best of luck
finding a subservient, pious and presumably obtuse wife.
I can guarantee after reading Chap-

Editorial Policies
Responses to all opinions published in The
Breeze are welcomed and encouraged. Letters should be no longer than 250 words,
must include a name, academic year, major
and phone number for verification and
can be e-mailed to breezeopinion(<iymail.
com or mailed to MSC 6805 Gi, AnthonySeeger Hall, Harrisonburg, VA 22807. The
Breeze reserves the right to edit all submissinns lor k-ngth and grammatical style.

man's commentary that any self-respecting woman would gladly watch you eat
your own words. Bon Appetit!
Stephanie Ruggles
class of 2008
An invitation for open mindedness
About 10 days ago, I was walking by D-Hall and saw a Christian lay
person speaking to a group of about 25
students. Some obviously were there
to hear the message, but several were
there to heckle and curse at the man. I
heard the F-bomb at least 10 times, and
one male student told the very mild and
sincere Christian that he should "get the
f— off campus, 'cause we just kicked
your a--."
All of this venom was at a high volume. Is this the debate style and social
comport that is being taught here at
JMU? We are here to learn from others, and if we have a different opinion
to express it in a civil and moderate
manner. I was embarrassed and ashamed
to witness a student curse and spew at a
modest and civil person just trying to get
a message out.
I've never seen any secular speakers
being cursed like this on campus before,
and perhaps if you print an edited account of this enisode those who acted
so rudely will 11 consider their style of
discussion and debate in the future.
Robert Wilkerson III

MM.rU Board:
Mary Frances CzaiM). ediior in chief
I ^ ,ui Dyson, managing editor
Anna Young, opinion editor
The opuuons m this set turn dt> not netessardy
reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this staff or
Jame.\ MadiMm Vmversit\

BXIIL6 OF THE S6X6S
Mow do you feel about long-distance relationships in college?
It's no secret that relationships are difficult to maintain.
The problem is amplified
when long distances separate
lovers and the only means of
communication is a phone
ul love letter. Many people come to
Ived with a significant other and are
Irious dilemmas and temptations that
ves.
I perhaps most obvious, issue that arises
is the loneliness that sets in when your partner is no
longer present. The problem of infidelity' is two-fold: one
part of you wishes to indulge and experience college life
as an independent and free person, while another part
highly values the trust and love of your partner. Whichever option one chooses, guilt or frustration invariably
results. These feelings of either guilt or frustration might
begin to manifest themselves in the relationship and
might poison the love.
The mental, social, spiritual and overall personal
growth that one undergoes during their time in college
is exponential. People grow and change and develop new
tastes and new interests. And time has not stopped for
your lover; he or she too is experiencing things without
you and meeting new people too. It has been my experience that long distance couples tend to stay together
through the winter; constantly sneaking off into the cold
night air to catch up with their beloved. However, usually
around Valentine's Day. when the flowers start to sprout,
things start to change. Girls start to wear shorter skirts,
the scent of romance fills the air yet your lover is miles
away. Something in nature seems to inspire feelings of
sensuality in people and this greater force usually breaks
lovers apart. It is a phenomenon I have witnessed each
year I have been at JMU.
Relationships require a large investment of one's
personal time and emotion. The same is true of college.
These two things are not incompatible, but it is necessary
to ask oneself, "Is this relationship worth it at this point
in my life? What do I stand to lose? To gain?" No one can
answer these questions except for you.
dabriel Henriquez is a junior internationalaffairs major.

GABRI&WTT
HENRIQUEZ,

A "clea rly-you-enjoyed-itas-much-as-we-did" pat to the
lovely couple in Wayland Hall
who gave us quite a bit of entertainment Friday night.
From a group of sophomores in lagan Hall who itidn 't
expect dinner and a show, but
loved it all the same.

A "way-to-make-dreamshappen-i8-minutes-and-23seconds-at-a-time" pat to the
JMU drum line for being the
Centennial Champs after a sixyear drought.
From a proud drum line
member who says mbolt trumpets, bolt!"

A "thanks-for-the-hospitality" dart to Dave's for confusing being spirited with serving
too many spirits and asking us
to leave before we were even
seated.
From a few alumni who just
wanted to sit down to enjoy
each others' company.

A "you-madc-my-afternoonbrighter" pat to the Dining Services employee who graciously
paid for my lunch.
From a frazzled and hungry
junior who ran out of punches
that day and is greatly appreciative for the kindness she
received.

A "thanks-for-keeping-usoff-the-streets* pat to the SafeRides drivers who put up with
our antics on Halloween.
From some seniors who
appreciate not being those girls
stumbling up Port Republic Rd.
in costumes at 3 a.m. this year.

A "the-world-could-usemore-people-like-you" pat to the
student who ordered a pizza for
a homeless family at Wal-Mart.
From a senior who wanted
the Good Samaritan to know
her pizza was delivered to an
appreciative and hungry family.

A "why-can't-I-use-mypunches-wt.en-I-want?" dart to
Dining Services who make it hard
for us to fully use our meal plans.
From a disgruntled senior
who has been here long enough
to know your schemes and
steals cookies to get revenge.

A "thanks-for-the-best
chicken-salad-this-worldhas-ever-known" pat to RT's
Chicken and Grille.
From a grateful and faithful diner who will miss you anil
your five-and-a-half years of
greatness when you are gone!
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^^cally by using the particular "love
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^language." Some of us receive and
I LHV.n,
^Respond to love best through warm
(ontributing writer
\\urds, others through thoughtful
f gifts, still others through physical
touch -uid iMrlY more avenues.
In my case, ■prodm* quality time with the people in
my life is the fflnnt effective way of creating and cultivating my ri'l.irJonships. I tend to trail from any relationship -espechBy a romantic one-if I don't spend time
with my significant other regularly. The ability to have a
successful long-distance relationship while at college is
an issue less about gender and more about personality
and love language.
While everyone's primary love language varies, there
is a string of similarities in the ways different sexes
receive love. For the most part, men tend to be the ones
who want sex more in a relationship. Women, on the
other hand, seem to thrive on physical affection. But if
there are miles on the map between two people, neither
of these needs can be met on a regular basis.
When someone's needs are not being met, infidelity
arises. This is a rampant occurrence in college. Come
on. M .ill remember freshman year when everyone in
the dorm would bring home a new partner every weekend. We know well the guy who has had an out-of-state
girlfriend for three years but still sleeps with hot booty
calls every couple of weeks. And of course, we are well
acquainted with the woman with the military boyfriend
who flirts her tail off every time an attractive man steps
within eight feet of her.
However, every couple's circumstances are different, so don't think that I am trying to create absolutes
here. Not all couples have sex and not all women have an
intense need to be touched. Indeed, on occasion, I have
seen a few long-distance college relationships work, but
overall, it does not strike me as an ideal situation. College is a time during which students are given complete
freedom of choke in activities, relationships and habits.
Personally, I would hate to spend my college years pining
away for a lover who is oh-so-far away.
Sarah Teach is a sophomore dietetics major.
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NOVEMBER 28
Wilson Hall Auditorium
James Madison University
Show at 8pm | Doors at 7pm
TICKETS ON SALE NOW!!
This show has reserved seats, so get your tickets early!

$15 JMU Students
$20 JMU Students at the door

$25 Public
ii

University Program Board

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT JMU'S WARREN BOX OFFICE, PLAN 9
IN HARRISONBURG, VA OR ONLINE AT HTTP://UPBJMU.EDU
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in stores now
■ESS
www.joshgracin.com
S

Student prices only available at the Warren Box Office. Limit of 2 discount tickets per student.

Editor: Kelly Fisher
Assistant Editor: Megan Williams
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'Jane Eyre'
brought to life on
stage this week
Stage adapation adds experimental
aspects to classic British novel
BY LINDSAY CASALE
(onltibuting wrttt

To students currently up to their elbows in readings
for British literature classes, here's a break: Charlotte
Bronte's novel Jane Eyre is being performed at Latimer-Shaeffcr Theatre as a stage adaptation that will
provide an original and illuminating view of Bronte's
initial text.
The stage adaptationwaswrittenby Polly Teal with the
goal of providing a new perspective on the famous love triangle between the novel's main characters: Jane, Rochester and Bertha.
Tne performance is directed by Roger
Nov 6 10
Hall and has eight cast members with
Ww/JAC
most of the actors/actresses playing
8 p.m.
multiple roles. Junior Julie Schroll,
LitirtH'r-sli.ittVr
whose characters include Abigail,
Theatre
Helen, Adele and Mary Rivers, spoke
about the difficulty of this task.
"The biggest obstacle I faced was making each one
of my characters very different," Schroll said. "I have
never been in a play where I have played multiple parts,
and it's a whole different ball game."
The cast is comprised of seniors Emily Nilsen
and Lauren Meyer, juniors Joel Adam Gerlach, Julie
Schroll and Lash Dooley, and sophomores John Kirk,
All Hoxie and Meredith Young.
"All eight of us come from extremely different
backgrounds and theatrical experience, which is awesome because we all had a lot to bring to the table."
Kirk said.
The small cast also provided a support system for
one another.
"We all have so many things to keep track of in this
show, and hardly any of us are off stage for long periods of time," Hoxie said. "So there is a lot of support
and we really work well together."
What makes Teal's adaptation so unique is its focus on the novel's mast intriguing character. Bertha,
played by Hoxie.
'"I"he character 1 play really allows me to see a whole
other side of the story and another perspective that I
never got from reading the book." Hoxie said.
It's this shift in focus, among other experimental protluitiun elements, such as the use of musical underscoring, that ensures a rare view of such a well-known novel.
The basic plot and characters are still there, but
there are very experimental aspects to the show that
you can't get from reading the novel," Schroll said.
"Jane Eyre" will be performed Nov. 6-10 at 8 p.m., at
latimer-Schaefler Theatre. Tickets are $10 for the general public and $8 for JACard holders. Tickets can be purchased at the Masterpiece Box Office in Harrison Hall.

Jane Eyre

Big names go
'gangster' in new
mobster movie
Drugs, dirty cops provide the central
themes in American Gangster'
BY JUSTIN THURMOND

Cousins Hidiolson and Rousttau hove been making musk sinte they were kids Now thai they ore under 10

DAVID l0t«0UtSTAM« photograph*
RtKortfs, they ton focm on their collective sound.

Dynamic Duo
Nicholson & Rousseau sign with 80 One Records
BY LANE R0BBINS
(cntnb'jt.ng writer

In a world full of categories and titles.
few dare to break the rules. The musical
duo known as Nicholson & Rousseau is one
of those brave few. The newest addition to
80 One Records. JMC's student-run label,
combines styles, techniques .nut entertain
ing personalities to create a sound that is
hard to categorize.
"We haven't been able to classify ourselves, and that makes us happy," said senior Asher Nicholson.
According to their MySpace page, Nicholson and sophomore Will Rousseau are a
"folk/pop" duo. although their multi-layered guitar sound and powerful harmonies
take them far beyond those labels
"We play guitar finger-style, as opposed
to strumming, which is a lot harder." Nich
ols.ni said. "Our style is pretty unique, so
well see if it catches on."
Their sound is a pleasing combination
of traditional and contemporary music
"He's folk; I'm pop," Rousseau said.
"Our different styles really compliment
each other."
It's no secret why the two mesh so
well together - they're related. As cousins
growing up in Richmond, Nicholson and
Rousseau both had an interest in music

Nicholson played the saxophone loi ten
en years and began teaching himselt bovi
to play the guitar at 16. Rousseau sang in
middle and high school and taught himself guitar at 14.
The two did not need professional music lessons to get to where they are today.
They began playing together for fun while
Rousseau was .1 senioi in high school.

When he discovered he would be attending
JMU the next fall with Nicholson, the two
started playing serious I \
They decided to concentrate on their
inusii even more this semester, and signed
I one-year contract with Ho One Records
this past Friday.
"Signing means .1 lot to us because it
allows us to focus on writing ami tine-tun-

ing our music, and it will also help us gel
heard," Rousseau said.
The two are especially determined to reawaken the simple acoustic guitar sound.
"Acoustic got lost in indie rock." Rousseau said. "We want to bring it hack
They plan to do this through writing songs that have stories behind them
and performing thern in a way that pays
homage to their influences like Jim
Croce, James Taylor and Simon & Garfunkle
"There's just something about a really
simple song," Rousseau said.
"Lyrics are really important to us,"
Nicholson said.
The two have a unique song-writing
method: they don't have one.
It usually goes like this: one of us will say,
'Hey, I wTote something I really like. Come
met .mil we'll work on it,*" Rousseau said.
Sometimes it turns out to be really
good," Nicholson said.
The two have been busy recording their
upcoming album, which wraps up this
month and is due to be released in January.
Visit their MySpace page. rngflHMK*.
com/nandr, to learn more about their music. Nicholson & Rousseau will also be playing Nov. 6 at 9 p.m. at the Delta Chi Jimmy
V benefit concert. Expect more shows to
COON next semester.

Harrisonburg gets crafty with Gallery Walk
Bi-annual celebration of local arts highlights artists, galleries, cultural hotspots

tftfwKMr

BY SEAN SANTIAGO
(onlnbuling writer

Acclaimed director Ridley Scott has returned to the
big screen wilh another hit: "American Gangster." This
new mob flick is certain to bring in the crowds at the
box office with its big name stars. But will it be able lo
stick around with some of the other
classic mobster movies?
Frank Lucas (played by Denzel
American
fnnnctor
Washington, "Man on Fire") was a
iter
uuiipiet
nobod>. in the stTeet world of Har.
•••
lem, He was just a bodyguard and
driver for the biggest crime boss in
Stdiririg Denzel
the city. When the boss finally bit
Washington,
the dust, Frank took it upon himRussell Crowe
self lo become the new main man of
Harlem.
When he found a way to get pure heroin, which he
called "Blue Magic," into the city from Asia, he took
over the market and the city. Eventually Lucas became
the top dog and public enemy number one for the cops.
Richie Roberts (played by Russell Crowe, "Gladiator")
heads the drug department that tries to take down Lucas and his new empire.
It's obvious that this movie has star power. Washington as Lucas is good enough lo bring the big crowds
by itself. When Russell Crowe, Cuba Oooding Jr., Chiwetel Ejiofor ("Inside Man"), Josh Broiin ("Planet Terror") and Armand Assante ("The Odyssey") get thrown
into the iniv the result is a A-list cast. If the story is .is
good as the cast then this movie should go down as one
ofthe bests of all time, right?
Although it has great moments with tension and
action it also has slow and pointless moments. Washington and Crowe aren't in the MUM scene until two
hours and twenty minutes into the movie. It's because
the whole movie mostly is hack story. When they final))
meet, its over. No big fight scene or outrageous gun
battle nothing but .1 conversation nt the police station.
If you're expecting a cop vs. gangster movie, then you're
in for a let down, hut if you want a great story about
drugs and dirty cops then you're in for a treat.
It is hard to tell if this movie will stand the test of
tune 1).-spite bflfllg a good movie, when it is compared
to classics like "Goodfellas" or "The Godfather" it falls
short of an instant elassit

Twice a year the Harrisonburg Museum
and ("alien Walk showcases Shcnandoah Valley artists. Musicians, painters, playwrights
and other artists who work in a variety of mediums exhibited their work last Friday in local shops. Students, residents and art-loving
trawlers wen- treated to an evening of creative
output, broad in scope yet intimate enough
that admiring fans could discuss their favorite
pieces with the work's creator
The artists' divergent backgrounds are a
unique aspect of Shenandoah Valle\ s irtjftk
community Ceramic aitist Suk Jin Choi has
won numerous accolades tor her srulptures as
well as the way she utili/. | (i.iuitinn.il Korean
techniques in her work with contemporary
materials. Choi exhibited hei Onggis, traditional Korean pots, at the Franklin Street Gallery. For Choi, pottery and sculpture have a
different emotional significance.
"Rather than make a functional put I make
puts as m> expivssion. then* is a lot of draw ing on
the surface," Choi said. Tltit is my language."
As an assistant professor of art in .IMI s
school of art and art history, Choi uses the
cross-cultural language ot en.nines \,< express her belief that there is something we
need to learn between different oakum
llils was the tirst Museum and Caller)
Walk for media arts and design profess- >r I iiet
rich Mamie, wbcae paintings were on display
at the Joshua Wilton house Having grown up
with a father who was both an artist and arehitecl, Mamies appreciation of art runs in his
t.miih HMJ into Ins classroom Mamie came to
James Madison with an MIA and UFA from
East Carolina University Here he has been able
to pot MB experience In multimedia ami design
to good use while maintaining his aesthetic
principles. His art is "|a| certain way of representing the world ...my little vision " Mamie's
background in fine art guides Ins teaching philosophy. He suggests that -Indents Too* fur
something singular and intimate within the

*- -*rf.-- -..
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context of whatever the problem is
JMU graduate J. Brooke* ( liao showed a
collection of her photographs at downtown re
tailer Ll Dc Da. Chau has DO formal training
in photography. However, Iieing proud ot her
flourishing garden, she decided to photograph
it and found herself drawn to the medium
"Usually something catches the e\e; you
just see it in a certain light at a certain angle
and you want to capture the beautj
that might otherwise go unnoticed.- t'hao said. Original!) from
Richmond, Chao graduated from
JMU in '96 and decided to sla\ m
Harrisonburg.
BdlMj a college town iv.ilk helps
bring in art lo\er> and (oaten that
kind of community.* Chau said.
Achonl of art and art history pmfes
sui Da\ id FlirenpreisuiuleiN. ores Unimportance of this kind of growth
"WiK-n I first arrived afl JMU,
there was very little connection be
tween the town and the uniu-rsih.
and gradually that has been cfaang
ing." FJirenpreis said. "That's what
art does; it connects iioople and helps
us realize what we have in common."
lfc>mandrats«i!intlh\SlH'nandoah
Valley, collage artist Wes Wa\ lias dis
played his works at the Artful Dodger
as part of die Art Walk for \ ears
I le.dh like the idea that down
town Harrisonburg is evolving m
the 'Art Walk' direction." Wav laid
Way/i work pushes the boundaries

bled briefly in painting and sculpture, he always
found himself drawn hack to collage.
"It seems to be a purely organic thing, and
I just kind of go along with it," Way said.
Aside from drawing the masses downtown vsith free food and live music, the Art
Walk establishes an understanding of the
Individual exnnMioa that is integral to residents of the Shenandoah Valley.

eetabuahed bj typical Shenandoah

Valley artwork, associating more
with [lastoral watercolors than abstract impressionistic milages.
"I pn-ter when pcopk' will inter
pM it as the) wiU...ifItalkfrrel\ about
what my inteqwetation LS then th.it
becomes what (the work) means,"
Wav said
Way began making collages when
he was fifteen, and iltl y\> ha dab

CMOUM DAm/Mvff iihlipsjlm
Severol oilrtts displayed their work and talent throughout Fndoy fw the
public lo enjoy.
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Long awaited release of new
Spears CD, not a waste of time
uncreative music video for her
new single "Gimme More." At
this point fans were not optimistic about the release of her new
CD, Blackout. But don't give up
on Britney yet, because there is
more to the album.
Her new CD leads you on
a techno-trip with fun dance
jams like "Radar" and "Freakshow " Unlike her personal life,
the tracks on her new album are
upbeat and very catchy. These
songs will be a hit at clubs and
dance parties alike.
Several of Britney's songs are
a reflection of what is going on in
her life The second track, "Piece
of Me" refers to her battle with
the tabloids. She sings about her
struggles with paparazzi giving
her a hard time about mother-

Blackout proves pop
princess still has skill
BY BRIHANY WILSON
(onlnbutmg mint

Britney (MM have been waiting for her "comeback" for more
than four years. Fans were patient M first, but in the pasl
year P60DN have been giving up
on Brit due to her crazy antics
iplaaned across the tabloids.
In the past few months Britney
I bee lost custody of her
|OIM through a stint in rehab, given a less than impresajraebedk performance at
the VMAs and made a terribly

Gosling stars in 'Lars and the Real
Girl' opposite a synthetic co-star

hood and her weight. In another
song, "Why Should I Be Sad"
Spears sings about her issues
with ex-husband Kevin Federline.
Although Blackout is filled
with great dance jams and personal songs by Spears, it's by no
means a great vocal accomplishment. Through her bubble-gum
rap/ talk lyrics and her synthesized
voice, you can barely tell if Britney
has much singing talent at all.
But if there is one thing we
do know about Britney, it's that
she can perform. Hopefully these
upbeat dance songs will be the
motivation she needs to produce
better music videos. Blackout
just might be the validation loyal
fans need that Britney is still a
pop princess.

BY RYAH HEBEL
Tht Daily CardinaJ

MADISON, Whi. - Ryan Gosling plays Lara, a
palbokigicalh' bashful 27-year-old vvtiose neglected
childhood has transformed him into a fidgety sociopath. He recoils from hugs, stumbles through awkward conversations with his flirty new coworkcr,
Margo, and is thankful he lives in the Midwest where
he can bundle up during winter to escape the "bum" of
physical contact- When he isn't hiding in a church pew
or office cubicle. LITS secludes himself in a remodeled
garage.
Tilings change when Urs tells his brother and sister-in-law (wtio live in the connected house) that he
has a new girlfriend. Naturally, they're elated - until
he introduces them to Bianca — a life-size, anatomically correct Barine he purchased online. Far from the
perversion this premise suggests, Lars' intentions are
completely wholesome since, to him. Bianca is real — a
half-Brazilian. half-Dutch delusion in fishnet stockings. She's also a rmssionary-. lows kids and doesn't

have mud) of an appetite.
The ensuing plot hilariously combines "Harvey"
and "Weird Science" while staying rooted in serious
issues of introversion and loneliness. Screenwriter
Nancy Oliver ("Six Fee* Under") keeps the script from
being a downer by instilling rare warmth in Lars' fellow townspeople and nearby family who, on a psychologist's suggestion, make Bianca feel right at home.
Their kindness rarely comes off as fake or cheesy", even
when they go out of their way to invite Bianca to the
mall, office parties and church meetings, allowing lars
to rediscover his social skills through Bianca's popularityThis film is about the yearning for human affection and our relentless pursuit to fill the empty cavity
where love should be, regardless of our antisocial inclinations. It's one of those rare. Frank Capra-csque films
of hope that can restore your belief in the goodness of
people while melting cold cynicism and thawing even
the most frostbitten film critics. Like its synthetic star,
"Lars and the Real Girl" begs to be embraced and is
customized for your pleasure.

[AMES MCHONE JEWELRY

*w» jtiu edufrecrtiation
-88734

14K White Gold 1.83cts Diamond Ring
GIA Certified Oval l.ODcts F-Color SI2-Clarity

This Week $4000
'Ml ojour diamonds are graded by an on staff CIA Diamond Graduate
Visit us at 75 S Court fkpiare Harrisonburg or unit mcbonejeti'eln cum

Delta Gamma presents: Anchor Splash!
Schedule of events:
Fall Boolderiag Ja
E^aIntramural
Date November 10
in

Pereoaal
^

Traialai Program
Want some direction or a chance to
revamp your current fUnesi habits?
Sign up for personal training service!
at the I'RI-X Registration Desk.

Nm 9

rime 7:00-10:00 pm
1-3

ri?

Fad Diet*

Wane A Winter Wlah
Join I REC in helping those in the
Communit) Who need a little extra
help. Look tor the upcoming Holiduy
Tree in Tree for more information
Wrapping P,ut) De, 12 at 3:00 pm.

Dan November 12

Register by: Nov 11
rime: 5:30 6 30 pm
I evel: l-<
Wellness Passport

All Tune And Lube

ALL
TUNE
LUBE

VISA

CVtCLl—

700 West Market St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Mon. - Fri. 8am -6pm
Sat. 8am - 4pm

!Ou„l.rv
nil Change
PhannX
Quality Oil

I
II

$15.90
J ' Up to 5 qts

$79.90

lcon

S™>. *rake
Special

|"Some foreign cars, trucks
(additional
I "Economy brake pads
|'Turning rotors additional

■ BG Fuel Induction I
Service

$79.90

I9#9.9U
' Cleans fuel injectors, air
I system & throttle body
• Imnrouos driveability
'Improves
rtnuoahiiiiu
|'Includes BG 44K CleanerI

90

visit IN at

■JL-

on Thursdays

™um Brake "
Special

$99.90
|"Some foreign cars, trucks I
aadditional
I "Premium brake pads
|*Turning rotors additional I

Scheduled
Maintenance

'$199.90
4 cy,
TI».
'Cooling System
|" Includes parts; 6 and 8cyl highe
|'M.—
fluid
j"
Maintenance Tune Up
Service; new fit
l'N<
I' New PVC filter, air filter, spark plugs "Transmission
System Service
|(platinum additional)

I
I
I
I

.J

\.4,J,,»JAU.4J, i.„„.,ll-..,
J.JI „•..,.. i..r„.U.0fl.,nU

DON'T LET ILLNESS AFFECT YOUR COLLEGE EXPERIENCE

FLU SHOT

DRYFT Motorsports

EMERGICARE

>" - ' I'OklS

755-A Cantrell Ave. [Next to Hardee's]

700 West Market St.
540-433-1179
Custom Wheels
15% off

V GOLICLUB

with JMU ID!

"Your one stop performance shop"
■ '

IACKSADDLE
3IDGE

Pre

$79.90

I'Flush cooling system
I "Replace with new fluid
'Add BG Conditioner to
,'••'' ■■'

Call 54(1.269-8188 or

Free CaTrt rentcU '7

Maintenance
|TTransmJSSJon Rusn
„.
mm, r», MM «.
.
Tune - Up
*$39.9(j4cyl |
$79.90

Free oil change
■ 'Flush system wtih state of Z
I ' Replace filter
I'New plugs (platinum extrajlthe
lithe art equipment
eauioment
I "Free brake inspection
I' Lauor additional
I" Refill with new trans fluid I
_ * Free
FtPO road
mart lest
loci by
Kn request
rum inct .
_t>y request
^_ ^^ T^ and 8 cvl higher
j'

| BG Coolant Flush |

•Penny Wars will be on the commons from 11:00-2:00 all week (Monday- Friday) *
All proceeds will benefit Service for Sight and help the visually impaired.

www.pack5adtlle.11et

540-433-1179

ri~'s-: i i~: w»«i

Monday and Tuesday (11/5 and 11 /6):
Dodgepall Tournament in Purcell Rark 3:00- 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday (11/7):
Sponsor Night at Ham's 6 p.m. until close
Thursday (11/8):
Anchorclanker at Purcell Park 3:00- 6:00 p.m.

Next To All Tune And Lube
Custom Built
Exhausts
$300.00

[Performance work]
and Dyno Use
20% off

I'Discount off labor times I
■ *15"-24" sizes
' 'Cat-back systems
|" Not valid with any other I 'Full header back or turbo |' Not valid with any other |
[promotion
[back systems additional
| promotion

wwwTMYHlv1otorsports.com™

"sTA^r 540-432-9996
friends"

Prompt Medical Attention
Minor Injuries + Sprains + X-rays + Mono + Strep Throat
Lacerations + In-House STD Testing
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY + OPEN 7 DAYS A Wl
Mon-Fri 9 AM-8 PM + Sat 10 AM-4 PM + Sun 1 PM-6 PM

Editor: Tim Chapman
Editor: Matthew MrGovern
sports@thebreeze.org
(540) 568-6709

www.thebreeze.org
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Turnovers continue to plague Dukes
For second straight week, JMU squanders
potential game-winning drive with giveaway

CAA Standings
(Through Nov 3)

North Division

IVTIMCIUNUII

Overall (CAA)

NEWARK, DEL — Rarely in any level of football will a team rush
for more than 400 yards and lose the game.
JMU (6-3 overall and 4-2 in the Colonial Athletic Association)
managed to accomplish this feat Saturday as senior Antoinne Bolton
and rnlshirt freshman Griff Yancey led with 172 and 171 yards, respectively, in a 37-34 loss to Delaware.
For the second straight week the Dukes beset themselves with
penalties and once again turned the ball over with less than three
minutes left in a CAA game.
"We gotta quit turning the ball over," JMU coach Mickey Matthews said following the loss. "Read my lips, we gotta quit turning
the ball over."
Despite facing three separate 10-point deficits,
the Dukes moved the chains to the Blue Hens (i|yard line with less than three minutes to go in the
fourth quarter trailing by only three |*iints.
On first-and-to, Yancey rushed up the middle
on a dive-play but coughed up the hall after taking a big hit from UD sophomore safety Anthony

Massachusetts

7-2(5-0

Hofstra

7-2 (4-2)

New Hampshire 6-3(3-3)
Maine

3-6 (2-4)

Northeastern

2-7 (1-5)

Rhode Island

2-7(1-5)

South Division
Overall (CAA)
Delaware

8-1(5-1)

Richmond

7-2 (5-1)

James Madison

6-3 (4-2)

Button.

Villanova

5-4 (3-3)

The Data1 tlitinse held Delaware (8-1, 5-1)
on its next possession, but JMU quickly turned
the ball over on four downs and left the Hens
with a minute and two seconds to kneel out the Bollon
clock.
"Anytime [you] look up at the scoreboard and see 400 yards
against you, you wonder how you won," UD coach K.C. Keeler raid.
"But at the same time, getting turnovers is huge."
The turnover margin was four to zero in Keeler's favor, starting
with a disputed forced fumble in the first quarter.
On a first-and-10, freshman running back Scott Noble was gangtackled by the Hens and waited for a whistle for forward progress,
but the official didn't give the Dukes the call. Instead. UD senior Matt
Marcorelle ripped the ball from Noble's grasp and returned it 28
yards to the JMU 7-yard line.
"I thought they were gonna blow the whistle," Marcorelle admitted. "But they didn't, so you know, why not reach in there and play
to the whistle?"
Matthews was furious with what his team considered a "no-call"
and exploded in the face of numerous referees, berating them up and
down the sideline throughout the half.
"1 was totally stunned," Matthews said. "1 saw the officials running with [Marcorelle] and I can't tell you what I told them."
It took the CAA's leading scorer, senior running back Omar Cuff,
just two plays to give the Hens an early 7-0 lead after the turnover.
Cuff ran in his first of three touchdowns of the day, giving him 32 in
nine games to tie an NCAA record previously set in 16 games. The
Walter Payton Award candidate finished with 101 yards on 28 carries.
JMU was forced to play catch up for the rest of the day and entered the half trailing 16-6. after UD sophomore kicker John Striefsky added three field goals and Yancey scored on a 5-yard touchdown
run.
The Dukes put up only 69 yards on the ground in the first half,
while JMU junior quarterback Rodney Landers connected on five of
10 passes for only 39 yards.
Matthews elected to stick with the run and JMU enjoyed a brief
lead after two touchdowns on its first two third-quarter possessions.
Yancey struck first on an 86-yard run, where he started left and

William & Mary

4-5 (2-4)

Towson

3-6(1-5)

Post finishes 38th in Trials

Impressive Week to
Performance

Finhmon running bode Stott Noble win rnrelred in 0 mwh-dnputed lurnovtr rhen it appealed hit forward progress hod been slopped

bounced off a wall of defenders, taking it back to the right side to win
a foot race with the UD defense.
Bolton found success all day on the dive and gave the Pukes a 2016 lead after he burst through the middle for a 48-yard touchdown
run.
JM U has been without injured starting tailback Kugenc Holloman.
who had knee surgery after playing only two games. Since redshirting
the star back. Matthews and his staff have been waiting for one or two
replacements to solidify the role.
"The guys on the team are on full scholarship so if one man goes
down the other scholarship player needs to step and make plays,"
Bolton said.
Bolton scored again on a 55-yard run in the third quarter, but the
Hens retook the lead on two touchdowns in two minutes, 15 second1.
Cuff punched in his second score of the game on a 9-yard run and
three plays later UD had the ball when a high pass from Landers went
through the hands of sophomore wide receiver Rockeed Mct'arter
and was intercepted.
Delaware redshirt freshman Anthony Walters returned the intcr-

In only the Huskies' second win
of the season, senior running
back Maurice Murray ran for
206 yards on a school record of
S5 carries to lead Northeastern
over No. 8 New Hampshire, 3113, Murray's three touchdowns
tied his single-game career high
and he moved to first all-time
in Northeastern history for
rushing touchdowns.

eeption 32 yards to the JMU 7-yard line. UD senior quarterback Joe
Flacco rushed for a 3-yard touchdown, capping the Hens' second 7yard scoring drive following a JMU turnover.
"I thought (Landers) competed very well; he's just not throwing it
very well." Matthews said.
Landers did not complete a jiass in the second half and overthrew
his receivers on the Dukes last possession of the game following Yancey'slate fumble.
"Being a senior, it's definitely frustrating. 1 was hoping we could
pull it out there at the end unfortunately we couldn't," Bolton said.
"It brought me to tears to see another loss; I don't like losing — no
n>m|H'titordoes."
The Dukes jeopardized their chance of making the 16-team playoff
field, but would likely get a bid if they win out, finishing 8-3 with only
two losses to FCS (formally Division i-AA) opponents.
JMU is on the road again next week against William fir Mary (4-5,
2-4) for a 7 p.m. start and will return home the following week to finish the season against Towson {3-6,1-5).

JMU wins CAA championship again
Field hockey repeats as Colonial Athletic
Association winner in a rematch of last year's
final against rival Old Dominion Monarchs
James Madison junior forward Lauren Walls scored the gamewinning goal in the third minute of overtime Sunday, as JMU
edged ODU 1-0 to capture the 2007 Colonial Athletic Association
field hotkey title For the second straight year. Madison defeated
Old Dominion in the CAA championship game in Virginia Beach
and the winning goal was kept in the family.
JMU junior forward Melissa Walls scored on a penalty stroke in
the 23rd minute of the 2006 CAA championship game, and that was
the margin of victory as Madison won 1-0. JMU earned the CAA's
automatic bid to the NCAAs that year, but lost 2-3 i" overtime to
Duke in the first round of the 16-team tournament, falling to 15-8.
Madison has a record of 18-3 in 2007 after recording its fifth
consecutive shutout, as ODU fell to 12-9. Sophomore goalkeeper
Kelsey Cutchins notched her sixth solo shutout of the year, as the
Dukes notched their fifth consecutive shutout. Lauren Walls received the Most Outstanding Player award and was one of four
JMU players on the CAA All-Tournament team. Junior defender
Melissa Walls, junior midfielder Ashley Walls and Cutchins were
also named CAA All-Tournament.
The NCAA Tournament field will be announced Tuesday on
CSTV and NCAASports.ciim. and Madison will be included once
again. Sunday's victory brought JMU its third field hockey championship in the program's history, and all three titles have been won
in championship games against ODU.
Junior midfielder Ashley Walk wot one of four Dukes named to the CM
AUournament team Waft's hos iix goals and six msHft through 21 gomes

— From staff reports
phMtMrtKyillllUING

JMU alumnus Eric Post (02) finished 38th in the U.S. Olympic Team Trials in New York City on Saturday The finish was 50
spots ahead of his bib number with a time of 2 hours, 19 minutes
and 25 seconds in the qualifier for the 2008 Beijing Summer
Olympics.
Kyan Hall, DttfaftD Kit/enhein and Brian Sell qualified for
the 2008 Olympic Team as Hall set a U.S. Olympic Trials record
with his time of 2:09:02 seconds for the marathon race.
I'osl was satisfied with his finish as he w. nt 111 with c.tiK the
99th-best marathon lime in 'he field. He set a new personal record by 1 minute and 35 seconds.
"I thought the event was very well put together." Post said.
The organizers said it was the deepest trials field ever and I
thought it was the beM I could've done."
- From staff reix>rts

Women play home Tuesday
JaOMI Madison will play
against George Mason on Tuesday in the first round of the
Colonial Athletic Association
Women's Soccer Championship
tournament, scheduled for 7 p.m.
at the JMU Soccer Complex.
George Mason relied on its win
over Georgia State earlier in the
season to cam the No. 6 seed in a
tiebreaker. Both teams finished 46>l in CAA competition, and the
Patriots' victory Oct. 7 gave them
the last qualifying spot.

Madison's conference record
of 8-2-1 leaves the Dukes behind
William fit Mary (9-1-1) and Hofstra (9-2-0). A win against Virginia Commonwealth on Nov. 1
would have given JMU the No.
1 seed in the CAA tournament
and a bye in the first round. Inrteed, Madison must improve its
2007 home record to 12-0-0 to
advance to the second round of
the six-team tournament.
- From staff reports

Colonial Athletic Association
Women's Soccer Tournament
I Willi.iiii&M»r)

4 VC1
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Check out the answers to
today's puzzle at
thebreeze.org

Results of
online poll:

Sudoku

Question:
Will you be voting
in the upcoming
November elections?

1 6
8

I'll be driving home
to vote -12

1 3
9 6

4
8 2
1

Absentee ballot - 30
I'm unsure if I can do
it-10
I have no interest in
voting-9

4
2 5

Moke sure to check out
the new poll ot
lhebreeze.org

Next poll question:
fr.CjMjiinjWam

.Vte'stk^hSratsMedjriK
l>(iiMfe Arerian Aadaiy 4 Pan Mauganerl
Ompiadic ftn«icHn

7 4
5 8

2
4 9

Rules: Fill in the grid with the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, and 9 so that in each row, each column, and
each of the three-by-three squares, each number
appears exactly once. There is only one correct way
to fill in the grid.

How would you define
your typical food
selections?

PtW&hjuryQinic

Difficulty: * * # <* #
O 2007 Philip Riley and Laura Taalman

brainfreezepuzzles.com
by Jeff Pickering

The Spats
"treatment of'Sad, tied, 'Mused and Joint fain
'Speciatiiing in CHronic and Difficult Cases

Harrisonburg

„«...„ , .„.

V F5

I "WINK 160T Rip OF
OUR COMPUTER VIRUS.

"Incorporating a Variety of T'kerafies k 'techniques
"Fast, iffecthe fain Resolution
'Coveredby Host Insurance ffans

8 3
5

3
2 9
8

There are upcoming
elections? -10
Total votes: 71

.

THAT* GREAT. HOWD,

You po THAT??

JS

Ito jMKINfr OUR (ZWIPUTeR
IN A BUCKET Of DISINFECTANT.

Staunton

\

?^1
*

1

3

4

J

1

X
We will be assigning new
homes to groups wih signed
leases on Dec 3rd & 4th

540-801-0660 fi

oprONTuwrrr

www.pheasantrun.net
321 Pheasant Run Circle
Monday - Friday 10 am - 5 pm

www.lhebreeze.org
Monday, November 5,2007
HOUSE 4 bedrooms. 1 baths. 2 kitchens, fenced yard, off street parking. 805
Country Club Rd SI450 Also TOWNHOUSE, i bedrooms, next to campus,
furnished $975 (540) 433-2221

r Homes for Sale 1
HOUSES 6 bedroom Mason Street 3
bedroom High Street 1340) 433-2126
Looking for houting'Call Old Dominion Realty for all of your housing needs.
Perm Laird {Crossroads Plaza Office)
340-433-2106. Harrisonhurg 340-4332454. Broadway 540-896-5235

ROOM AVAILABLE IN SUNCHASE
will never miss the bus spacious 2nd
floor room, huge full bath inside room
ceiling fan. all girl roommates pets
welcome Will discount $50 off each
months rent if move in by January. Call
Lisa ASAP if you're interested' (301)
524-1715

[*>'»«■*]

[For Sale)

10 BEDROOM. 3
BATHROOM
HOUSE available July 08 Includes 2
refngerators. 2 stoves and private entrance. Unfurnished, large bedrooms
and yard. Group lease. $3000/ month
828-0464
3 ROOM. 3 BATH. FURNISHED
Townhouses Walking Distance July A
August 2008 Available $1625 month
8284464
HUNTER'S RIDGE TOWNHOUSE
Tenants wanted for next year (08-09
school yr) to rent privately-owned
townhouse in Hunter's Ridge. Corner unit. 4 bedrooms, new appliances,
great location, re-upholstered chairs
and couches, double beds, parking included, ample visitor parking. Clean,
female tenants for last 4 years. $315/
month for 4 tenants. $385' month for
3 tenants Call 401-714-8505 or email
carbonljfejmu.edu
UNIVERSITY COURT 5 bedroam 33
baths available Fall 2008 (540) 4332126

BLACK HONDA CIVIC EX 98 great
condition, 97k miles, manual. Call Dan
(703) 328-5752
HANDMADE WOOD BAR Excellent
condition. Bar top measures 6' x 21'.
dark stained pine Includes 48 pieces of
glassware, liquor shelf. Display cabinet,
accessories, stools. Easy to move. $400
(540)836-5065
1. ED GROW LIG HTS Very low wattage
Warm to-the-touch. www. LEDGrowLighlscom 877-LED-GROW
CAT'S MEOW BOUTIQUE LOTS OF
FURNITUREFORSALE OPENMON
THRUFRJ. 11:30 TO 5:00. SAT 11:30
TO 400 WE ACCEPT CASH AND
CHECKS. (540) 896-8700

[Help WantedJ
•BARTENDING! $250/ Day Potential
No Experience Necessary. Training
Available. (800(965-6520 XT2I2

LARGE ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT Great location, almost new.
washer/dryer, dishwasher. AC. no pets.
Available 11/1.(540)433-1569
STONEGATE APT Avail Dec 2007!
M/F Rent Neg (757) 813 0046
SQUIRE HILL SPRING 2008 sublease, one bedroom available, $365
(540)273-8311

LEARN TO BARTEND job placemen.
payment plants jiggersbarterHlingschool
©hrtnr.ail.com <540) 671 1202
EARN EXTRA MONEY 200 tempc
■ary openings. Deliver the new ShcnTel
Telephone Books in your area Quick
pay and a generous auto allowance.
Must he I8yrs of age. valid drivers
license and proof of insurance (800>
4221955 («( #4) 8A-4 30P Mon-Fn

RESIDENTIAL REHAB TECHNICIAN Lakevieu Virginia NeunCare ii
hiring for weekend daylight and over
night and lill-in day. evening and nighl
shift* to work in our Weyers Cave resi
tlciiii.il home. II miles Irom CMMM
Great job for students n while resident*
are sleeping you can be Mudying and
earning a great paycheck BnpniMM
with residential or asmted living pro
grams preferred Medication m.in.tgr
menl certification or CNA a plus. Vuljd
VA dnvcr't license, good driving record,
high school diploma or 0ED, .nmin.il
background check, pre-employment
physical and drug testing is mund.i
lory. Good starting salary. EOfc Mail or
fax resume to Program Administrator
1101 B I-JM High St Charlottes*ille.
VA 22W2 Fax 434-293-2041 (4341
984-5218

SHENANDOAH VALLEY EARLY
Learning Center. PT help needed pre
school class rooms. Ages 2 yrs. - grade
K and after school program Call 438
1234. Center Hours 7 i.m. to 6 pjn,
TUTORS NEEDED Tutors needed to
help my 4 students ages 6-13 in the following areas: Math: Basic-Algebra. Sci
ence. Basic, English Spelling. Writing.
Reading, Phonics Needs to be able to
work with all 4 studenL. one to one once
a week Must be reliable and have a car
Will work with your school schedule
tilt an hour, plus gas Serious inquiries
only Ask for Danette between 9um
7pm (540I56O-5I7I

SFMNOBRI \K 100* Ml rrita i.im
Cash and (lit Free Call for group dls.-Mints BoH ile.il1> auamntccd' Into.'
RaWvattOM 1006414MB w*»*»>t
aUavajl cool

Wake 'n Bahe
Spring Break 'OS

JAMAICA SPRING
BREAK 2008

The Breeze
Advertising
Staff is Hiring!

S -saaift Travel lr*f

«■—a> »*■■—* m

wwv.sunsplasht.urs.com
1.800.-110.1/10

[

* Specialty
Salesperson

Personals

NOIK. 51 I Kl KS 01 IRITH in
cxrurnsiv!- klV Bihlr iirrrcspondfiKe
COWMI
Beginner f John's (i.>s|>cli
through iinjph .Stewardship. Fasting,
Nt'iii»'M-t.imc) Snail mail- Ijimp ami
U|hl. U K.-dd S577, I .irni.nglon. NM
K740I 1436

The Breeze

* Graphic
Designer

THE JAMAICA MUSIC
FESTIVAL FEATURING
ARTISTS SUCH AS:
apply at
SHAGGY, 8EENIE MAN JobLink.jmu.edu
and much much more
Contatt Dates March ltd
!0lh wth& J»th

Works best when,
you read it

Book Your Trip Today! Contact

ta0064<4t<9

IJ0O.416.7n0

or call
568-6127
for more
information.

[ Travel ]
SKYDIVE! One Day f-im Jump from
13,500' GIFT CERTIHCATES' (\.m
plete information is on www.skydiveorange com (540) 9434587
JMH SPRING BREAK!
4 & 7 night trips Uw price* guaranteed Group discounts for 8+ Book
20 people, gel 3 free trips' Campus
reps needed
www. StudenlCits OM
or 800-293-1445

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC

Grift

NOV. 7
WEDNESDAY
9PM

C. Larry Written, MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson III, MD
Michael J. Botticelli, MD Maribeth P. Loynes, MD Philip A. Klim, DO
Sherry L. Mongold, FNP Mary H. Kratz, FNP
Sarah Hibbitts, PA.

with Special Guests

\ro\h Lion*
and

Now Accepting Appointments
Monday - Friday 8:30-5:00
2291 Evelyn Byrd Ave.
Harrisonburg. VA 22801

Local (540) 434-3831
Toll Free (800) 545-3348

(540) 434-7282
www.rocktowngrill.com

MASSANUTTEN RESORT

Boston BetBeir

Every Tuesday...

RfcSTAfKAMT *
A TAVERN

del the Roston flavor down sourM

WINTER JOB FAIR

Mention this ad & receive.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 6TH
MASSANUTTEN SKI LODGE
3:00PM - 7:00PM

1/2 OFF ALL APPETIZERS
From 4 p.m. - Close withJAC card
O

I

fc» V

The bridge

t

Not valid with any other promotion.
1625 East Market St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
S40.433.1870

Mon - Hinis until 12 a.m.
In - Sat ii in il 1 .i. in.
Sun. until 11 p.m.

COME TO JIFFY LUBE FOR
YOUR NEXT OIL CHANGE.

We'll be taking applications, screening applicants & interviewing on (he spot.
DRAWINGS FOR SEASON PASSES & DOOR PRIZES!
Stop li> and find out about K'RKK skiing, tubing, sno» boarding and more!!
We have many job opportunities available. Positions include
Seasonal full and part-time and Year-round full and part-time employment.
Come and check out what jobs we might have for you!

Jl&-

a

MASSANUTTEN

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL (540) 289-4954

$5 OFF
Jiffy Lube Signature Service® Oil Change
(with JAC card)

HOLIDAY BAG

■ring In (has coupon and grt $6.00 off your nail oil Chang, at you nmnl participating Jiffy Lub. «
Coma In .vary 1.000 mlUa lor a Jiffy Lb. Slgnatur. S.rvlc* OH Chang*.
•Thla coupon la only ractomaH. at In. JOTy lub. M 1170

EMI

SALE

martol 91 Harnaonburg, VA.

Jiffy Lube Signature Service® Oil Change
- Mo Appointment neceasary.
- Free top off on your way home*
• National databaee keepa a
history of your Jiffy Lub* earvkea.

$32.99
• $5.00
$27.99 (with JAC card)
Hot vMM wltf. c*w offer* JMy Lube UruMut* Service*
• re t*gte*jjr>>d tr.oem.rm. of Jiffy Uib* InWrnaltorwI. Inc
• MM SOPUS Produce) AH Right* r*Mrv*d

«W
Tha We* Offexl ftAaehen*'

1870 East Market Street

One Day Only: Saturday, November 10

-

LT^A

Receive 20% off everything you can
fit into our shopping bag!
731 Ml. Clinton Pike. Harrisonburg

•cross form Valley Mall

540.433.4880

Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Mon-Sal9:30 5
■MM* fmnf

(540) 433-8599
1

FeatmiiHi I.ui tiade items from Ten Thousand villages

: .-.,-.»<•«•-" ***** »
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Got
FLEX?
There are plenty of places to use it..
**•■•■

Your JACard It your passport to lift
at Jamss Madison University!

SMQOIHIE

•our JACaiU i your oftciai dmvanily IB. Bui il'« til* I

»••»' way io pay for all Hit iMnai yati MM) avary My,
an eampm and offl Vain FLEX aceounl an th« JACard « a
declining balance nccaunl mal fionnafila you With ina JMU
c«mpu« community Similar la a Waakini aoaawnl
pu>cna««i art daduciad automaticaly and lha balance i
d«playad atlar aacn uanaaetwn *ha>a u na naad la M"y
cam. no monihiy Mtv«> cnaigai and FUX can i be .in
if your card it lapoMad loal 01 ilolan
www.imu.edu/cardctr

H//JG.
Nutritional Lifestyle Centers
Phone

r — -fe"ar0rffor

(540)GetUFit|

Hours

~

Mon-Fri 7am-10pm
I Sat
8am-10pm
Sun
11am-7pm

$1.00 OFF

^
Two (iicii Locations:
In Valley Mall and
Market Square East

Call and ask about our
DailyJMU Student Specials!!!!

"\

in foumart

540-432-1004
Serving Harrisonburg's Finest
Gourmet Ice Cream, Locally Roasted Coffee
And Great Sandwiches, Soups, and Desserts.

now accepted at

\sxmm

COOL $
BEANZA
~_

Grocery shopping is now easier than ever with the
James Madison University JACard and MARTIN'S.

FREE WIRELESS

I Satvtnffi -V«nyl>*y

Sun Hunan Express

Student Specials - V."*
X-Large Cheese Pizza

lunch Speci.il

Large 1-Topping Pizza
Medium 2 Topping Pizza
Medium 1 Topping Pizza
A FREE 20oz Coke
Medium Cheese Pizza
& FREE Breadsticks

55>

Served w. Steamed Rice/Fried Rice & Egg Roll
Everyday 11:00am 3:00pm
Free Soda (Pick up only)

r- >

^V

3 M iium 0ne To

*

2035 East Market St., Harrisonburg VA

COFFEEHOUSE CAFE

A

PP 9 «*»• O No Ueliwy Chorotl ©

iJACardl ^

Free delivery
Visa, Mastercard, American Express and FLEX

in

Dinner Combo

Duke V\i?3 Shopping Center
?359 South Main Street
Harrisonburg. VA 22801

Served w. Fried Rice & Spring Roll
Everyday
Free Soda (Pick up only)

540 433^2657
Don't forget to vota ut at your a! Salonl

look tempting?

Caribbean Tan

digerati

JMU's 3 Best Locations

Across The JMU Entrance
Hawlsonburg Ciouing
HISMdH-deAv*
i*l5 Buiqets toad
__
jttjj/^y
„.,
_
B
M M W< WWW _

Money Mondays Special I

'ood lion Shoppar-o, Centre
10I9PDnRr»puNK ftoad
$4©4JiW89

computer repair
turte-ups
vlrus/spyware pc and mac service
laptop repair
wireless networks
dala recovery
hardware
reformat/reinstalls
upgrades
special order parts

November Specials
3 Weeks
(all beds)

i $13

Plus come in and
draw from the Prize Bowl!

$33

•H "n**«lBy V*0 hartaordu^).

OCIOM

from ihaarti/vuon

540.437.3737

College Special

mShlfn^L

|E«ra Urge, Topping Pizza
Fresh Atlen Kitchen

"Great Wok Combo Platters

Free Delivery

i _ _ _ _ — _ — ___

^ ^^^V*. |

College Special

We accept Cash, Credit and FLEX j Specialty 10" Pizza
22 Terri Drive
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

(540) 8OI-8I6O I

$5.99
For Students
Expires 12/1

Are you a FLEX-accepting business?
Don't miss out on the next back-page FLEX special!

568-6127

